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Abstract
The cost of the iterative solution of a sparse matrix-vector system against multiple vectors is a common challenge within
scientific computing. A tremendous number of algorithmic advances, such as eigenvector deflation and domain-specific
multi-grid algorithms, have been ubiquitously beneficial in reducing this cost. However, they do not address the intrinsic
memory-bandwidth constraints of the matrix-vector operation dominating iterative solvers. Batching this operation
for multiple vectors and exploiting cache and register blocking can yield a super-linear speed up. Block-Krylov solvers
can naturally take advantage of such batched matrix-vector operations, further reducing the iterations to solution by
sharing the Krylov space between solves. Practical implementations typically suffer from the quadratic scaling in the
number of vector-vector operations. We present an implementation of the block Conjugate Gradient algorithm on
NVIDIA GPUs which reduces the memory-bandwidth complexity of vector-vector operations from quadratic to linear.
As a representative case, we consider the domain of lattice quantum chromodynamics and present results for one of
the fermion discretizations. Using the QUDA library as a framework, we demonstrate a 5× speedup compared to
highly-optimized independent Krylov solves on NVIDIA’s SaturnV cluster.
Keywords: Block solver, GPU
PACS: 12.38.Gc, 02.60.Dc, 02.70.-c
1. Introduction
Two trends in HPC architectures present particular
challenges to scientific software. The wider and wider ar-
chitectures, in particular GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi pro-
cessors, require an increasing amount of parallelism that
cannot always be extracted from algorithms that had been
considered state-of-the-art only a few years ago. Further-
more, the available memory bandwidth presents itself as
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the limiting factor in most scientific calculations. Hence,
in addition to extracting parallelism exploiting data local-
ity is key to achieve high performance. This has triggered
a lot of algorithmic research, and the revisiting of older
ideas can provide algorithmic speedup and high efficiency
on current architectures even if these ideas had been dis-
carded as less efficient decades ago.
An important example of an older idea, and the one of
focus in this work, is the block-Krylov solver method. This
method reduces the iteration count by processing blocks
of right hand sides (rhs) simultaneously, augmenting the
Krylov space of each rhs by information from the other
rhs in the block. On its own, this idea naturally gener-
ates more parallelism and exploits data-locality with the
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simultaneous application of a matrix-vector operator per
algorithm iteration.
As will be discussed in more depth later, the original
formulation of block-Krylov methods suffered from numer-
ical instabilities [1] due to overlapping Krylov subspaces
and a quadratic scaling in the number of BLAS-like oper-
ators with the number of rhs. Later algorithmic develop-
ments efficiently overcame the issue of numerical instabil-
ities [2], but the issue of quadratic scaling in operations
still rendered the method largely unfeasable.
In the modern era, this quadratic scaling of operations
in a problem featuring a large amount of spatial locality
becomes a benefit. Block-Krylov methods naturally pro-
vide the arithmetic intensity required to offset memory
bandwidth constraints. An efficient implementation offers
a significant speedup on top of the multiplicative speedup
offered by the features of the algorithm alone. Such algo-
rithms are very suitable for current and future HPC sys-
tems, and will continue to contribute meaningful speedup
and develop increased prominence as we trend towards the
exascale and beyond.
GPUs provide the perfect setting for demonstrating the
block-solver algorithm, and as such will be the architecture
of choice for the study performed here. Present GPUs typ-
ically feature thousands of floating point units coupled to a
very wide and fast memory bus, and, as common to many-
core processors, a high algorithmic arithmetic intensity is
required to reach a reasonable percentage of peak perfor-
mance. In this work we utilize the QUDA library [3] to
implement a high-efficiency block CG solver that is able to
exploit the growing imbalance between floating-point peak
performance and memory bandwidth.
QUDA is a domain-specific library which targets lattice
quantum chromodynamics (LQCD), the numerical simu-
lations of the theory of the strong force that underpins
nuclear and particle physics. In the past few years, LQCD
applications have been continually under intensive devel-
opment to address computationally demanding scientific
problems in nuclear and high energy physics. These al-
gorithmic improvements and the advances in computing
architectures now allow predictions with errors compara-
ble or even below experimental results obtained at large
particle colliders like the LHC at CERN. To control the
statistical error, a typical computational scenario requires
the solution of many systems of linear equations with the
same matrix but different rhs. The development of effi-
cient implementations of block-Krylov methods serves as
an immediate win in the LQCD community.
We emphasize that our target problems within LQCD
are a representative case of an algorithmic problem present
across the discipline of scientific computing. We will not
attempt an exhaustive list of fields where the iterative so-
lution of a sparse matrix-vector system against multiple
rhs is a predominant use of computer cycles. As a sub-
set of examples, though, we point the interested reader
to literature concerning the simulation of quasistatic elec-
tromagnetic fields [4], electromagnetic 3D modeling [5],
scattering and radiation [6], and fluid simulations [7, 8],
including aircraft modeling and weather forecasts. Again,
each of these fields can benefit from the efficient imple-
mentation of a block-Krylov method described here.
As a last note of importance, the developments in this
work are in large part orthogonal and complimentary to
existing approaches to reduce the time-to-solution of the
problem of solving multi-rhs systems. Block-Krylov meth-
ods are compatible with deflation methods, where low eigen-
vectors of the linear system are computed and projected
out which provides an acceleration in its own right (see, for
example, [9, 10]). Block methods are also relevant for com-
ponents within adaptive multigrid [11, 12] and the related
inexact deflation [13], which are mathematically optimal
(no condition number dependence and constant iteration
count with volume). That being said, we will not discuss
these complimentary approaches further.
Our implementation of a block CG solver is, to the best
of our knowledge, the first efficient implementation1 of a
reliable block solver at scale on GPUs. Previous imple-
mentations either ran on CPU [14, 15] or didn’t provide
scaling results [16, 17, 18]. We take advantage of mixed
precision to mitigate memory-bandwidth limitations and –
as a novel development – implement a first generalization
of the idea of reliable updates [19] to block solvers, a nec-
essary step to correct for round-off errors due to the use
of mixed precision. We employ block BLAS operations to
saturate memory bandwidth and exploit data locality for
both streaming and reduction BLAS operations, allowing
us to take advantage of the extra compute power offered by
modern nodes. Last, we achieve good strong scaling both
by an improved implementation of a multi-right-hand-side-
stencil operation and by a new interface which allows us
to overlap communications inherent to stencil operations
with independent computation.
This paper is organized as follows: in §2 we highlight
previous work in this area, in §3 we give an overview of
the LQCD computations, and we give an overview of the
block CG solver in §4. We introduce the QUDA library in
§5 and describe in the detail the optimization techniques
employed in our block CG implementation in §6. We
show weak scaling performance curves from one and two
NVIDIA Quadro GP100 GPUs, and more significantly,
strong-scaling performance curves from the NVIDIA Sat-
urnV DGX-1 supercomputer in §7; we discuss future im-
plications in §8 before finally concluding with §9.
2. Previous Work
The first use of GPUs for LQCD was reported more
than a decade ago [20], before the advent of compute
APIs, necessitating the use of graphics APIs. Since then
LQCD has been at the forefront of the adoption of GPUs
1Efficient in the sense that we obtain a non-negligible speedup
compared to a highly optimized baseline on our target architecture.
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in HPC. Notable publications include multi-GPU paral-
lelization [21, 22, 23], the use of additive-Schwarz pre-
conditioning to improve strong scaling [24], implementa-
tion of multi-grid solvers [25], software-managed cache-
blocking strategies [26], and JIT-compilation to enable the
offload of the entire underlying data-parallel framework of
the Chroma [27] application without any high-level source
changes [28].
Block-Krylov-space methods go back to the 1980s [29]
for CG and Bi-CG solvers. By solving multiple rhs in par-
allel they combine the benefit of increased parallelism and
data locality with an reduced iteration count compared
to a non-block method. The na¨ıve implementation was
found to suffer from stability issues and the subsequent
revisions which introduce explicit re-orthogonalization [2]
have significantly improved their general usability. How-
ever, the stability improvements come at the cost of im-
plementation efficiency and can become prohibitively ex-
pensive outweighing any benefit over non-block solvers. In
LQCD, block methods have not seen wide adoption. The
use of block BiCGSTAB has been reported in [30, 31, 32].
Birk and Frommer generalized block methods also for the
use in shifted systems [33, 34], which dominate the runtime
in Monte Carlo ensemble generation in LQCD.
To our best knowledge block-Krylov methods have not
been reported to be efficiently implemented for LQCD on
GPUs. The benefit of using the block idea for the matrix-
vector operation to multiple rhs has been reported on GPU
and Intel Xeon Phi [35, 36], however there it was combined
with a regular CG solver resulting in only a pseudo-block
algorithm.
3. Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics
3.1. Computational Method and Theoretical Relevance
LQCD calculations are typically Monte-Carlo evalua-
tions of Euclidean-time path integrals. A sequence of con-
figurations of the gauge fields U is generated in a process
known as configuration generation. The gauge configura-
tions are importance-sampled with respect to the lattice
action and represent a snapshot of the QCD vacuum. Once
the field configurations have been generated, one moves
on to the second stage of the calculation, known as anal-
ysis. In this phase, observables of interest are evaluated
on the gauge configurations in the ensemble, and the re-
sults are then averaged appropriately, to form ensemble
averaged quantities. The analysis phase can be task paral-
lelized over the available configurations in an ensemble and
is thus extremely suitable for capacity-level work on clus-
ters, though calculations on the largest ensembles can also
make highly effective use of capability-sized partitions of
leadership supercomputers. These calculations rely heav-
ily on computational resources, with LQCD workloads ac-
counting for a significant fraction of supercomputing cycles
consumed worldwide.
The numerical calculation we will focus on in this study
is that of the fermion magnetic moment. Abscent the
contributions from QCD, this quantity can be computed
within the standard model to high accuracy. The Dirac
equation predicts µ = ge/(2m)S, where µ is the mag-
netic moment, e is the fermion electric charge, m is its
mass, S is the spin and g is the Lande´ g-factor. For free
fermions g = 2, but when we introduce electro-weak and
strong force (QCD) interactions, g receives perturbative
and non-perturbative corrections, which are gathered in
the anomalous magnetic moment, defined as aµ =
g−2
2 ,
which measures how far we are from the free fermion case.
The particular case of the muon is extremely interesting,
because there is a 3σ difference between the theoretical and
experimental determinations of aµ. It is of the utmost im-
portance to improve the precision of both determinations,
for this difference can be an indicative of new fundamental
physics. The largest part of the error in the theoretical
determination of aµ comes from non-perturbative QCD
contributions, thus the relevance of our target numerical
calculation. The LQCD calculation of this contribution is
essentially computing the trace of the inverse of a large
sparse matrix, the exact calculation of which is unfeasible.
Therefore the calculation relies on stochastic estimators
[37], involving solving thousands of rhs per linear system
for many different linear systems. At present, the cost
of solving a requisite number of linear systems accounts
for ∼ 90% of the total computational time.
3.2. Dirac PDE Discretization
The fundamental interactions of QCD are encoded in
the quark-gluon interaction differential operator known as
the Dirac operator. As is common in PDE solvers, the
derivatives are replaced by finite differences. Thus on the
lattice, the Dirac operator becomes a large sparse matrix,
M , and the calculation of quark physics is essentially re-
duced to many solutions to systems of linear equations
given by
Mx = b. (1)
A small handful of discretizations are in common use,
differing in their theoretical properties. Here we focus
on the so-called staggered form [38], which is a central-
difference discretization; where the infamous fermion dou-
blers (which arise due to the instability in the central
difference approximation) are removed through “stagger-
ing” the underlying fermionic (spin) degrees of freedom
onto neighboring lattice sites. This essentially reduces the
number of spin degrees of freedom per site from four to
one, which reduces the computational burden significantly.
This transformation, however, comes at the expense of
increased discretization errors, and breaks the so-called
quark-flavor symmetry. To reduce these discretization er-
rors, the gauge field that connects nearest-neighboring sites
on the lattice is smeared, which essentially is a local av-
eraging of the field. There are many prescriptions for this
averaging; and here we employ the popular HISQ proce-
dure [39]. When acting in a vector space that is the tensor
3
product of a four-dimensional discretized Euclidean space-
time (the lattice) and color space, the HISQ stencil oper-
ator is given by
Mx,x′ = −1
2
4∑
µ=1
(
Uˆµx δx+µˆ,x′ + Uˆ
µ†
x−µˆ δx−µˆ,x′+
Uˇµx δx+3µˆ,x′ + Uˇ
µ†
x−3µˆ δx−3µˆ,x′
)
+mδx,x′
(2)
Here δx,y is the Kronecker delta; Uˆ (Uˇ) is the “fat” (“long”)
matrix field that connects lattice sites that are one hop
(three hops) apart.2 These are fields of 3×3 matrices act-
ing in color space that live between the spacetime sites
(and hence are referred to as link matrices); and m is
the quark mass parameter. The indices x and x′ are
spacetime indices (the color indices have been suppressed
for brevity). This matrix acts on a vector consisting of
a complex-valued three-component color-vector for each
point in spacetime. When represented as a sparse matrix,
there are 16 off-diagonal matrices, representing the 1-hop
and 3-hop link matrices. Given the stencil coefficients are
dependent on the underlying gauge field, the coefficients
vary for each configuration in the Monte Carlo ensemble.
For the current problem sizes of interest, the linear sys-
tem has a rank that ranges from V ≈ 106 for a small lattice
volume (324) up to V ≈ 1010 for the largest (1443 × 288).
Furthermore, M is typically very ill conditioned: the high-
est eigenvalue is of order O(1), but the lowest one is deter-
mined by the quark mass, which introduces a lower bound
in the spectrum. The most physically interesting cases in-
volve very light or massless quarks, and in that case the
lower bound can become as low as O(1/V ). The stan-
dard workhorse algorithm employed is the CG algorithm,
where the normal operator A = M†M is used since M it-
self is not Hermitian. In our case we work with the Schur
decomposed version of M , which is smaller in size and bet-
ter conditioned than M or A, although it still shares the
problems of the original linear system.
4. Block CG Solver
The block-CG algorithm was first published in [29].
The idea is to apply the CG solver [40] to a block of N
rhs. In a broad sense, scalars in the CG algorithm become
N × N matrices and for N = 1 the algorithm reduces to
the regular CG.
In infinite precision the block-CG algorithm will con-
verge in at most L/N iterations where L denotes the length
of the vectors, or the rank of the matrix M . While the al-
gorithm maintains a simple link to regular CG, it has issues
with numerical stability and will break down if the resid-
ual matrix
(
R†R
)
becomes singular, i.e. if the Krylov sub-
spaces of the different vectors in the block overlap. There
2We adopt the physics convention where † signifies Hermitian
conjugation.
have been various attempts to remedy this, including dy-
namically monitoring the rank and removing any linearly
dependent columns [1]. A more suitable approach was in-
troduced in [2], where a set of retooled block-CG methods
are discussed. The common idea is to use a QR decompo-
sition to enforce the full rank of the P and R matrices and
thus avoid any rank deficits and the need to dynamically
remove columns from the algorithm. We will only discuss
the blockCGrQ variant, which applies the factorization to
R, as shown in algorithm 1. This variant has been shown
to generally behave the best in terms of stability and per-
formance [2].
Algorithm 1 blockCGrQ: Solve AL×LXL×N = BL×N
1: A ∈ CL×L; R,B,X,Q ∈ CL×N ; C, S, β ∈ CN×N
2: procedure blockCGrQ(XL×N , BL×N )
3: R = B −AX
4: QC = R . QR decomp.
5: S = IN×N
6: P = 0
7: while not converged do
8: P = Q+ PS†
9: β =
(
P †AP
)−1
10: X = X + PβC
11: QS = Q−APβ . QR decomp.
12: C = SC
13: end while
14: end procedure
An important observation is that any block algorithm
will naively show quadratic scaling in the number of BLAS
vector-vector operations and reductions. E.g., the BLAS-
1 operations from CG become BLAS-3 operations. More-
over, the factorization required for stability increases the
cost per iteration. We will address these concerns when
we discuss our implementation in §6.
5. The QUDA Library
QUDA (QCD on CUDA) is a library that aims to ac-
celerate LQCD computations through offload of the most
time-consuming components of an LQCD application to
NVIDIA GPUs. It is a package of optimized CUDA C++
kernels and wrapper code, providing a variety of optimized
linear solvers, as well as other performance critical routines
required for LQCD calculations. All algorithms can be
run distributed on a cluster of GPUs, using MPI to facil-
itate inter-GPU communication. On systems with multi-
ple GPUs that are directly connected with either NVLink
or PCIe, QUDA will take full advantage utilizing direct
DMA copies between GPUs to minimize the communica-
tion overhead. Similarly, on systems that support GPU
Direct RDMA, where the NIC can read/write directly to
the GPU’s memory space, QUDA will utilize this to im-
prove multi-node scaling. It has been designed to be easy
to interface to existing code bases, and in this work we
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exploit this interface to use the popular LQCD applica-
tion MILC [41] as a driver. The QUDA library has at-
tracted a diverse developer community and is being used
in production at U.S. national laboratories, as well as in
locations in Europe and India. The latest development
version is always available in a publicly-accessible source
code repository [42].
The general strategy is to assign a single GPU thread
to each lattice site. Each thread is then responsible for all
memory traffic and operations required to update that site
on the lattice given the stencil operator. Since the compu-
tation always takes place on a regular grid, a matrix-free
approach is used. Maximum memory bandwidth is ob-
tained by reordering the vector and link fields to achieve
memory coalescing, e.g., using structures of float2 or float4
arrays, and using the texture cache where appropriate.
Memory-traffic reduction is employed where possible to
overcome the relatively low arithmetic intensity of the Dirac
matrix-vector operations, which would otherwise limit per-
formance. The primary strategy employed here is the use
of low-precision data storage, utilizing single precision or a
custom 16-bit fixed-point storage format (hereon referred
to as “half precision”) together with mixed-precision linear
solvers to achieve high speed with no loss in accuracy [3].
The library has been designed to allow for maximum
flexibility with respect to algorithm parameter space and
maximum performance. For example, all lattice objects
(fields) maintain their own precision and data ordering as
a dynamic variable. This allows for run-time policy tuning
of algorithms; these parameters are then bound at kernel
launch time when the appropriate C++ template is in-
stantiated corresponding to these parameters.
In fact the use of this autotuning is key to achieving
high performance: all kernel launch parameters (block,
grid, and shared memory size) are autotuned upon the
first call and cached for subsequent reuse. In the work
presented here, we extended the autotuner extensively as
an algorithm-policy tuner, discussed in §6.2 and §6.4.
6. Efficient Implementation of BlockCGrQ
Our implementation of blockCGrQ integrates many de-
velopments to overcome the issues discussed in §1 and §4.
We will address these as we step through algorithm 1 and
discuss the details of our efficient implementation. We
may expect a reduced time to solution from blockCGrQ
due to the reduced iteration count. An additional benefit
can be achieved by applying the matrix-vector operation
to multiple rhs in parallel, exploiting data locality in this
operation; see §6.2. This is countered, however, by the
quadratic increase in the number of BLAS-1 vector-vector
operations, which generalize to BLAS-3 matrix-matrix op-
erations, as well as an additional cost due to the factoriza-
tion employed on lines 4 and 11.
We make use of a thin QR factorization3 [45]. By strict
3What makes this thin QR algorithm more suitable for a large
mathematical definition, the QR factorization of a rectan-
gular matrix would be given as Q˜L×LR˜L×N = ML×N ,
where Q˜ is dense with orthonormal columns and R˜ is up-
per right triangular. A dense matrix of dimension L×L is
prohibitive in LQCD as L is typically of O(106−9). How-
ever, the matrix R˜, being upper right triangular, has ze-
ros in the bottom (L − N) × N components. Thus, the
right (L − N) × N columns of Q˜ are irrelevant and can
be dropped. This leads to the thin QR factorization given
in algorithm 2, which of note contains structured BLAS
operations.
Algorithm 2 thin QR: Decompose QL×NRN×N =
ML×N
1: procedure thinQR(ML×N )
2: HN×N =
(
ML×N
)†
ML×N
3:
(
RN×N
)†
RN×N = HN×N . Cholesky decomp.
4: QL×N = ML×N
(
RN×N
)−1
5: end procedure
With this exposition, we can now decompose the op-
erations in our implementation of algorithm 1 into four
classes: matrix-block-vector operations in lines 3 and 9;
block-vector-block-vector streaming operations in lines 8
and 10; block-vector-block-vector reduction operations in
lines 3 and 9; and small dense matrix operations. The lat-
ter three kinds of operations are also embedded in the thin
QR decomposition.
A key ingredient for the implementation is generalizing
our lattice fields from a single vector of length L to an
efficient data structure of size L × N . We refer to these
L×N matrices as composite fields with details discussed in
§6.1. We will discuss how to exploit data locality to reuse
A in the matrix-vector operation to obtain a speedup per
rhs in §6.2 and mitigate the na¨ıve quadratic scaling of the
block-vector-block-vector operations to achieve an overall
multiplicative speedup in §6.3, 6.4.
For all small N × N matrices we exploit the Eigen
library [46] for the Cholesky decomposition of R. Given
that N ≤ 64, these matrices are comparably small and all
operations are negligible in the overall runtime.
Mixed-precision implementation
For our mixed-precision implementation we rely on “re-
liable updates”, referring to a class of residual correction
methods described, e.g., in [19, 47]. A general residual cor-
rection method periodically updates the iterated residual
with the true residual from the iterated solution. This cor-
rects for numerical round-off effects and, by extension, pos-
sible instability in Krylov methods. In the case of mixed-
precision solves, this correction is often essential to mon-
itor convergence in a meaningful fashion. We based our
scale, GPU implementation over other more standard approaches,
like the Householder QR algorithm or a modified Gram-Schmidt fac-
torization, is the large reduction in communications. See for instance
[43, 44]
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implementation of reliable updates on the implementation
given in [3], with important deviations presented in algo-
rithm 3. We believe that this is the first implementation of
a residual correction method to improve the convergence
of a block-Krylov method.
Algorithm 3 Reliable updates
1: procedure ReliableUpdate(XL×N , Q̂L×N , SN×N )
2: Y L×N = Y L×N +XL×N . caxpy 5d
3: XL×N = 0
4: RL×N = BL×N −AL×LY L×N . Block Mat-Vec,
caxpy 5d
5: Q̂L×NCL×N = RL×N . thin QR
6: SN×N = CN×N
(
CN×Nold
)−1
7: end procedure
Like in [3], we employ a persistent fine precision ac-
cumulator for the iterated solution, denoted by the block
vector Y L×N . The block vector XL×N only contains the
iterated update to the solution between reliable updates,
which, in contrast to [3], is maintained at full precision.
The block vectors PL×N and QL×N are maintained in
lower precision. We perform a reliable update when the
maximum relative iterated residual decreases by a factor of
δ. We use the relative residual as opposed to the absolute
residual to perform a meaningful comparison between the
different rhs vectors. The iterated residual can be com-
puted after CN×N is updated on line 12 of algorithm 1 by
the identity
∣∣RL×Ni ∣∣2 = ∑j ∣∣CN×Nij ∣∣2.
When a reliable update is triggered, the current iter-
ated solution update XL×N is accumulated into the full so-
lution Y L×N and the true residual is computed in full pre-
cision, as implemented in [3]. As required by blockCGrQ,
we perform a thin QR factorization of the true residual.
The update of SN×N on line 6 of algorithm 3 forces the
preservation of the identity given in equation (6.1) of [2].
The new SN×N enters the update of PN×N on line 8 of al-
gorithm 1. This is essential to maintain one of the defining
properties of blockCGrQ,
(
QL×Nold
)†
PL×N = IN×N , noted
below figure 6.1 of [2], which is intimately connected to
preserving the Krylov search space through the reliable
update.
6.1. Composite Fields
In order to provide both ease of expressibility and high
efficiency for the block-solver implementation, we extended
QUDA to facilitate the application of the required linear
algebra components on both sets of vector fields and indi-
vidual vector fields. To this end we enhanced QUDA’s
vector-field container ColorSpinorField, with a new at-
tribute: whether it is a composite field or not. When it
is a composite field, the container contains an STL vector
of component ColorSpinorFields, whose memory refers to
contiguous subsets of the parent composite. The compos-
ite field can thus be viewed as a single higher-dimensional
object while providing accessor methods to expose indi-
vidual components or the entire STL vector. This func-
tionality of being able to switch between block and scalar
methods while using the same data structure was criti-
cal in algorithm prototyping, debugging, and performance
analysis.
6.2. Block-optimized Matrix-vector Product
The efficient application of the stencil operator, equa-
tion 2, is critical in a performance-optimized iterative lin-
ear solver. The stencil connects lattice sites that are one
and three hops away in all dimensions in both positive and
negative directions relative to the center site. To apply the
stencil, we load the neighboring sites (6 numbers per site),
the link matrix between the neighboring sites (18 numbers
per matrix), perform the link-matrix times vector multi-
plication and accumulate to the new resulting center value.
With 16 neighbors, this means each application of the op-
erator requires 1158 flops and 390 words of memory traffic
per lattice site, for an arithmetic intensity of 0.74 in single
precision. The Pascal-generation GPUs used in this study
can achieve a STREAM bandwidth of 575 GB/s, giving a
na¨ıve performance upper bound of 435 GFLOPS in single
precision, compared to a peak of 10.1 TFLOPS, so we can
see that any na¨ıve implementation of the stencil would be
memory-bandwidth bound.
In this specific algorithm, we apply this stencil to mul-
tiple vector fields simultaneously, and as such we have im-
plemented a block-optimized stencil operator which allows
us to severely reduce the contribution of link matrices to
the overall memory traffic. In the usual single-rhs stencil
operator, a volume of threads are launched, each assigned
to a grid point. Threads are partitioned into a grid of
thread blocks, where each thread block runs on a given
streaming multiprocessor (SM), roughly equivalent to a
CPU core. This provides enough thread-level parallelism
to saturate the GPU memory bus.
When augmenting the GPU kernel to apply the stencil
to multiple sites, we utilize the Cartesian thread indexing
that GPUs expose: we map the y-thread dimension to the
rhs index, keeping the x-dimension thread mapping to grid
points unchanged. Since all threads in the same thread
block share the same L1 cache, threads with a common
grid index in the same thread block (e.g., different rhs in-
dex) are able to exploit temporal locality to share the link
matrix load. The optimal x-y shape of the thread block
is autotuned: this effectively optimizes for the compet-
ing localities (link-matrix element reuse versus vector-field
neighbor reuse) and L1 vs L2 reuse (larger blocks will re-
sult in more L1 cache hits versus L2 cache hits).
In figure 1 we plot the performance results from the
block-optimized stencil for a 244 lattice. We use the col-
ors red, green, and blue to represent double, single, and
half precision, respectively. As an alternative classifier,
the bottom, middle, and top batches of lines correspond
to double, single, and half precision, prespectively. The
solid lines with filled squares represent the performance of
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Figure 1: The performance in GFLOPS of the stencil operator as
a function of number of rhs vectors. Measurements are taken from
a 244 lattice. The colors red, green, and blue correspond to double,
single, and half precision, respectively. The solid lines with filled
squares represent the cache-tiling implementation, the dashed lines
with filled diamonds the cache-and-register-tiling implementation,
and the dotted lines with filled triangles is a roofline model of the
performance. Tests were performed on a Quadro GP100 GPU.
the cache-tiled implementation for double, single and half
precision. While we see an improvement in performance
with increasing rhs, the improvement for single precision,
and in particular half precision is milder. Further analysis
revealed the limiting factor to be load-instruction rate and
cache bandwidth. To alleviate this we utilize a register-
tiling approach where each thread is responsible for up-
dating multiple rhs at constant grid index. The register-
tile size is a template parameter in our code, with tile sizes
1 . . . 6 instantiated. The final algorithm is a hybrid of cache
and register tiling, where the optimal balance is found by
the autotuner. The performance of the hybrid approach
is shown in the dashed lines with filled diamonds, where
we see minimal improvement for double performance, but
significant improvement for both single and half precision.
The erratic behavior at larger numbers of rhs is due to
numbers of rhs that are not divisible by a tile size greater
than 1 or 2. We also include a roofline extrapolation of the
expected performance from exploiting the temporal local-
ity of the link-matrix elements. Here we are also assuming
perfect reuse of vector-field loads in the x dimension, and
50% in the y dimension (e.g., for every 16 grid points each
thread loads, 6 of them are cached). For double and single
precision, the hybrid tiling performance broadly matches
the roofline expectation, given as the dotted line with filled
triangles, with the roofline actually underestimating per-
formance at small rhs in single precision: this is due to
the cache-hit rate for the vector-field loads being greater
than in the model. For half precision, even with hybrid
tiling, the kernel remains load-instruction-rate bound, as
evidenced by it failing to match the roofline performance
model.
The multi-GPU parallelization of stencil operators in
QUDA has been reported elsewhere [21, 24]. The essential
strategy is to overlap the communication of the halo region
with the computation on the interior, with a final halo up-
date kernel required to produce the complete answer. The
ability to hide the communication scales with the surface-
to-volume ratio, hence strong scaling is often communica-
tion limited. To maximize performance we made use of
two key technologies:
• Peer-to-peer communication: direct communication be-
tween GPUs within the same node
• GPU Direct RDMA: direct communication between
the GPUs and the NICs maximizing the inter-node
communication rate
On a sufficiently distributed system, the communica-
tion of the halo region can take much longer than the com-
putation on the interior. To help mitigate this, we have
implemented an interface to the stencil kernel, such that
an algorithm can schedule additional computation during
the halo exchange that is independent of the stencil ap-
plication. This is an important optimization for a wide
class of algorithms, but in particular for the block-Krylov
method discussed here since the amount of work scales
with the number of right hand sides.
We note that on line 10 of algorithm 1, the update of
the iterated X can be scheduled to occur at any point af-
ter the calculation of β. We thus move the update of X
to occur during the stencil application in the next itera-
tion. This depends on maintaining the “old” version of P
from before the update on line 8. Our implementation of
line 8 preserves the state of P from when X would nor-
mally be updated at no memory traffic overhead—there
is no additional cost from updating X during the stencil
application. This allows for a simplified interface where
the scheduled compute can still occur during the would-
be communication on a single node at no additional cost.
One exception to this situation is when a reliable update is
triggered. In that case, X must be updated immediately.
This is infrequent and thus negligible.
6.3. Streaming Multi-BLAS
For the block linear algebra operations we distinguish
between block-AXPY-type operations and block-DOT-type
operations. They differ conceptually, and in implementa-
tion, since the latter require global reductions. We refer
to the former as Streaming Multi-BLAS, which we focus
on here, and the latter as Reduction Multi-BLAS, which
we delay until §6.4.
For the discussion here we chose a caxpy operation
as the representative example. In blockCGrQ it is used in
the form Y L×N = Y L×N+XL×MaM×N , or at the element
level,
yk,j = yk,j +
N−1∑
i=0
xk,iai,j . (3)
Note that in the case of blockCGrQ we only need the case
N = M , and as such aN×N is a square matrix. We will
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assume M = N , the number of right hand sides, unless
noted otherwise.
Equation 3 can be implemented as separate caxpy ap-
plications for each component of αN×N . This implemen-
tation incurs a quadratic scaling of memory traffic and
floating-point operations with N . Due to the low arith-
metic intensity, the operation is severely limited by mem-
ory bandwidth and becomes prohibitively expensive as the
number of right hand sides increases. A block caxpy takes
advantage of the memory reuse inherent in equation 3 by
re-expressing the set of vector-vector operations as a sin-
gle matrix-matrix computation. For a given component
k, block caxpy loads all N components of XL×Nk and
Y L×Nk , performs the N
2 multiplications and additions,
then saves all N components of Y L×Nk back to memory.
The quadratic scaling of memory traffic becomes a linear
scaling. Since the required flops remains well below the
theoretical peak of modern GPUs, the quadratic cost of
the algorithm shifts to lower latency cache load instruc-
tions which can take advantage of the spatial locality in-
herent to cache.
We have developed a general framework to perform
such BLAS-3-type operations. We distribute the update
of a single block vector constituent k over N threads on
the GPU by assigning a unique constituent yk,j to each
thread. Each thread is tasked with updating yk,j with the
contributions from each xk,i. Similar to the block-matrix-
vector product in §6.2, we use CUDA thread blocks to
ensure that for a given k, all j = 0, . . . , N are scheduled
to the same SM. This guarantees that all xk,i reside in L1
cache and can be shared between all N threads, exploiting
spatial locality.
We take extensive advantage of C++ templating which
allows the compiler to perform additional optimizations.
We template over all possible combinations of the block
sizes of N and M up to a sufficient maximum, enabling the
compiler to perform loop unrolling. In addition, we tem-
plate over all possible precisions for Y L×M and all equal
or lower precisions for XL×N . This optimization is es-
sential for efficient mixed-precision block-Krylov methods.
Furthermore we take advantage of QUDA’s autotuner in
the developed BLAS-3 framework. Finally, we note that
while the block caxpy is essentially a CGEMM operation
included with every standard BLAS library, the disparity
between the sizes of N and L (L  N) are such that no
out-of-the-box BLAS library would perform well for this
use case, requiring us to implement our own framework to
this end.
Figure 2 shows that the cost of the block-caxpy op-
eration scales linearly for a wide range of the number of
rhs. The eventual deviation from linear scaling is due to
the less-penalizing cache traffic. This is consistent with
figure 3, where we see that the performance of the block-
capxy operations also scales linearly in N . Note that due
to finite cache sizes there is a turnover point in N where
it is advantageous to recursively divide the block BLAS
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Figure 2: The average cost, in seconds, of applying a square block
caxpy and a square block cDotProduct as a function of the number of
right hand sides. Measurements are taken from a 244 lattice, in single
precision. Both are contrasted against a best-case linear and a worst-
case quadratic extrapolation from a single caxpy and cDotProduct.
The block caxpy features linear scaling for a wide range of N . In
contrast, the block dot product shows quadratic scaling even for
small N . Tests were performed on a Quadro GP100 GPU.
into tiles, e.g., to split a 24× 24 block operation into four
12× 12 block operations. We refer to a recursed segment
of the BLAS operation as a “tile”, and its size as the “tile
size”.
There are two places in algorithm 1, lines 4 and 8,
where we can take advantage of recursively divided block-
BLAS operations and perform additional optimizations.
In each case, we take advantage of the triangular structure
of the small, dense matrix A and skip computing empty
tiles. The benefit of this optimization scales quadratically
in N over tilesize. However, we observe that this optimiza-
tion is only beneficial simultaneous with when tiling itself
becomes beneficial.
6.4. Reduction Multi-BLAS
For the discussion of block reductions, we will con-
sider the representative case of a complex dot product,
or cDotProduct, KN×M =
(
XL×N
)†
Y L×M . At the com-
ponent level it is defined as
kij =
L−1∑
k=0
x∗k,iyk,j . (4)
In the following we again limit our discussion to the case
N = M and assume that the resulting matrix KN×N is
Hermitian, which is always true in blockCGrQ.
At a basic level, our software implementation of block
reduction operations is similar to the implementation of
Streaming Multi-BLAS operations. The goal is again to
achieve an implementation of Reduction Multi-BLAS op-
erations that obeys a linear scaling in memory traffic as
opposed to a quadratic scaling. We template over both
the left and right block vectors, allowing the compiler to
generate efficient code for every combination of left and
right block sizes and apply the autotuner separately to
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each combination. Each thread is responsible for the mul-
tiplication of a single component yk,j with every compo-
nent of xk,i. We utilize the CUB library [48] for an efficient
thread block and inter-block reduction per site. We still
recursively divide block reduction operations and take ad-
vantage of the known structure of the resulting dense ma-
trices. Finally, on distributed systems, we only perform
the global MPI reduction once all inner tiles have com-
pleted. We emphasize that an efficient implementation of
Reduction Multi-BLAS requires a more careful recursion
strategy when tiling.
We see in figure 2 that reductions scale linearly in cost
for a much narrower regime of N than the block caxpy
operation. This is consistent with what is seen in figure 3.
Block reductions quickly saturate cache bandwidth as a
function of N and tiling thus becomes essential even for
modest numbers of right hand sides. On top of tuning
the internal block reduction, we tune the tile size for re-
cursive reductions to be mindful of two different potential
optimizations via a policy class. First, we perform distinct
tunings for when the left and right block vectors alias ver-
sus when they do not. When the two block vectors alias,
the subset of reductions on the “block-diagonal” inner tiles
feature memory-load reuse. Second, we perform distinct
tunings for when the output dense matrix is Hermitian ver-
sus when it is not Hermitian. In blockCGrQ, the output
dense matrices are always Hermitian, thus we only perform
a block reduction on inner tiles (without loss of general-
ity) above the block diagonal. We then reconstruct the
inner tiles below the block diagonal by taking advantage
of the overall Hermiticity of the matrix. Smaller tile sizes
further reduce the total number of redundant calculations.
For this reason, it may be beneficial to use a smaller tile
size despite an overall increase in memory streaming. This
is automatically optimized by policy-class tuning.
We also explored the potential optimization of not com-
puting elements within the inner-block-diagonal tiles be-
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low the inner diagonal. However, as this only reduces the
number of floating point operations in a tile and does not
decrease the overall memory traffic, no benefit was found.
Tuning the tile size is crucial for fully optimizing block
reductions. The magnitude of the vector size L leads to
different optimal tile sizes. Less threads are used in the
case of smaller L and larger tile sizes are needed to sat-
urate memory bandwidth. In contrast, more threads are
used in the case of larger L, which can saturate the mem-
ory bandwidth with smaller tile sizes. The optimal tile size
also depends on the precision of the input block vectors.
High-precision input vectors will saturate memory band-
width more quickly than lower-precision input vectors. For
this reason, high precision input vectors prefer smaller tile
sizes. Low precision input vectors will instead saturate
cache load instructions, which also leads to a preference
towards smaller tile sizes.
6.5. Benchmarking the implementation
Optimizing the streaming and reduction multi-BLAS
kernels to obtain almost linear scaling is a crucial com-
ponent in our implementation. Without this, the lower
iteration count would not translate into a reduced time to
solution. In figure 4 we show the time for running 100
iterations of blockCGrQ in double precision.
For the na¨ıve implementation, “No-Block”, the time
per rhs rises linearly as expected from the quadratic scal-
ing of the sequential BLAS-1 operations. Turning on the
corresponding BLAS-3 operations is the most important
optimization. It brings the time per rhs down to almost
constant and a reduced iteration count will almost directly
translate to a reduced time to solution. Switching to the
version that also enables the block-matrix-vector kernel
significantly reduces the time per iteration for a small num-
ber of rhs and we see an almost flat behavior between 8
and 16 rhs, at only half of the time of one iteration of a
CG solver with 1 rhs. Hence we can expect to see a multi-
plicative speedup from the block-matrix-vector operation
and the reduced iteration count from blockCGrQ.
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7. Results
7.1. Methodology
To test the algorithm in the context of the target mea-
surement of the disconnected part of the contribution to
the muon g − 2, we used development versions of the
MILC code and QUDA. We compiled using GCC v4.8.5
and the CUDA-toolkit 8.0. The Small and Medium data
sets were processed on a workstation equipped with two
Quadro GP100 GPUs using MVAPICH2 2.2. The Large
and X-Large data sets were run on the NVIDIA SaturnV
cluster: each node consists of a DGX-1 server, with eight
Tesla P100 GPUs with the NVLink intra-node fabric and a
quad EDR Infiniband interconnect between nodes. Open-
MPI 1.10.6 was used as the communications layer. We
used gauge configurations from an ongoing g − 2 project,
as shown in the following table.
Label Ls Lt a (fm) mpi (MeV)
Small 16 48 0.15 ≈ 265
Medium 32 48 0.15 ≈ 133
Large 48 64 0.12 ≈ 133
X-Large 64 192 0.06 ≈ 297
Table 1: Lattice configurations and their physical parameters; the
pion mass mpi roughly corresponds to the quark mass parameter
that appears in equation 2.
The goal of our tests is to determine if the optimiza-
tions explored in §6 bear fruit when combined in block-
CGrQ. As a model test case, we consider stochastic trace
estimation for the HISQ stencil given in equation 2. This
is a relevant measurement for the g− 2 project and is also
a scenario which necessarily requires a large number of lin-
ear solves. In this case, we have a total of 192 rhs per test:
24 noise sources, each partitioned into 8 disjoint subsets.
For the 1–2 GPU tests on the Small and Medium datasets,
we utilize the Truncated Solver Method (TSM) [49], which
consists of a predictor-corrector scheme, partitioning the
trace of the inverse matrix into two sweeps: first a cheaper
bulk prediction is calculated, at the expense of introducing
a bias that must be corrected in a subsequent high preci-
sion (fine) computation. The sloppy relative residual was
set to 5× 10−6, whereas the fine solves used 2× 10−9. For
simplicity, in our strong scaling tests, we only consider fine
solves to a relative tolerance of 2× 10−12.
The primary quantity of interest is the total time to
iteratively solve M against all 192 rhs. Our baseline is
the current CG implementation in QUDA where we se-
quentially solve on all rhs. For comparison, we perform
blockCGrQ in blocks of rhs of size 8, 16, 24, 32, 48, and 64,
leading to 24, 12, 8, 6, 4, and 3 applications of blockCGrQ,
respectively. We skip some cases as applicable due to insuf-
ficient memory or unreasonably small local volumes. We
consider both the case of full double precision and a mixed
double-single solve to explore the viability, stability, and
potential benefits of block reliable updates. We choose to
trigger a reliable update when the relative residual drops
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Figure 5: Time to solution for the 163×48 volume, top, and 323×48
volume, bottom, as a function of the number of RHS. For a fixed
number of RHS, the number of GPUs increases from left to right.
When the number of RHS is large enough, the system doesn’t fit in
one GPU and only two GPU results are shown. The two GPU cases
for 48 and 64 rhs show a consistent time to solution value between
double and mixed-precision.
by a factor of 10. Double-half mixed-precision solves will
be a point of future work as noted in §8.
7.2. Results: Single Node
In the single-node case, given the optimizations dis-
cussed above, our implementation of blockCGrQ should
generally display a monotonic decrease in the complete
time to solution for all 192 rhs. An appreciable increase in
the time to solution would indicate a remnant quadratic
scaling in memory streaming, or, in the case of mixed pre-
cision, a breakdown of stability. For smaller block sizes,
this is in part due to the reduced total iteration counts
due to the sharing of the Krylov space inherent to block-
CGrQ, but more importantly because we can better satu-
rate memory bandwidth. For larger block sizes, after fully
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saturating memory bandwidth, the benefit is near solely
from the reduced total iteration count.
This behavior is reflected in figure 5, the total time to
solution; figure 6, the average TFLOPS per second; and
the green (lowest) and blue (second highest) curves in fig-
ure 7, the total number of iterations. The relative reduc-
tion in iteration count for a double-precision case is empha-
sized in figure 8. We see that the total time to solution does
indeed monotonically decrease, reaching a 7× speedup for
double precision and 4× speedup for mixed-precision, al-
though the benefits become less drastic for a larger block
size. The drastic speedup for smaller block sizes is largely
due to a better utilization of memory bandwidth, as the
iteration count does not greatly decrease. After memory
bandwidth has saturated, roughly correlated to a satura-
tion in the TFLOPS per second, the benefit comes from a
significant reduction in the number of iterations.
We note that the pure-double-precision solve saturates
before the double-single-mixed-precision solve: this reflects
both a better utilization of streaming memory bandwidth.
For intermediate block sizes, this also reflects a stability
of the mixed-precision solve. For larger block sizes, the
double-precision solve and the mixed-precision solve take a
consistent amount of time (48 and 64). This coincides with
a slight breakdown in the stability of the mixed-precision
solve, where the reduced time per iteration is offset by the
relative increase in iteration count. Regardless, it is still
slower than the mixed-precision solve at a lower block size
(32). It is thus important to appropriately tune the block
size; bigger is not necessarily better.
7.3. Results: Strong Scaling
In considering the strong-scaling regime of our imple-
mentation of blockCGrQ, we ran on the NVIDIA SaturnV
cluster. The key features to highlight are that we are able
to better utilize the GPUs by overlapping computation
with network communications during the matrix-vector
operation. In addition, we can reduce the overall number
of MPI reductions by simultaneously reducing over multi-
ple rhs as per utilizing blockCGrQ. There is also the sub-
tle benefit that, in cases where the local volume per GPU
becomes small, we can still saturate streaming memory
bandwidth by sufficiently increasing the block size.
It is difficult to decouple all three of these benefits.
However, we can generally comment on the achieved speed-
up by again considering figure 9, the total time to solution;
figure 10, the average TFLOPS per second; and the yel-
low (second lowest) and red (highest) curves in figure 7,
the total number of iterations. The relative reduction in
iteration count for a double-precision case is emphasized
in figure 8. We emphasize that, despite corresponding to a
larger overall volume, it is not surprising that the X-Large
volume (yellow) took far less iterations than the Large vol-
ume (red)—the HISQ stencil in the X-Large case is better
conditioned than the Large case in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the larger mpi in table 1. It is more important
to consider the relative behavior along the curves.
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Figure 6: Performance in TFlops/s for the 163 × 48 volume, top,
and 323 × 48 volume, bottom, as a function of the number of rhs.
Notation as in figure 5.
Our data shows that we achieve an impressive improve-
ment over CG in the strong-scaling regime for a smaller
blocksize across both data sets and both precision studies.
This is, in some sense, reflective of both the single-node
optimizations and the additional strong-scaling benefits.
In the case of the X-Large measurement set, the TFLOPS
per second monotonically increases with both the num-
ber of rhs and the number of GPUs. This may be from
a combination of there being increasing work to overlap
with communications and additional memory bandwidth
to saturate with smaller local volumes (especially in the
mixed-precision case). This suggests that, given the re-
sources, the algorithm would continue to strong scale well.
The relatively low iterations count corresponds to a rela-
tive well-conditioning of the HISQ stencil on the X-Large
data set: an increased blocksize always leads to a reduction
in the number of iterations.
We see a smaller benefit for the Large measurement set,
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where in some cases the TFLOPS per second saturates.
This could be due to a saturation of memory bandwidth on
a local node combined with network latency being hidden
behind computation, which in some regards indicates we
can strong scale ideally. For very large block sizes there is
an increase in the time to solution in the mixed-precision
case: this is likely due to a decreased stability in the mixed-
precision case. However, in all cases, there is an ideal
number of rhs where we can minimize the total time to
solution, and for our X-Large data set, that ideal pushes
the maximum blocksize and strong-scaling limit we can
achieve with our current tests.
In the end the benefits translate into a 2-3× speedup
factor for the mixed double-single precision solver, and a
4-5× speedup factor for double precision, compared to the
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baseline.
8. Future Work
Our initial implementation of blockCGrQ overcomes
many of the traditional issues which stifled the develop-
ment and use of block-Krylov methods. There are several
low-hanging fruit that can extend the application of block-
CGrQ in its current form that may be of interest. For
example, deflation methods, or any other method which
improves the initial guess to a linear system, can be triv-
ially combined with block-Krylov methods.
There are more advanced algorithmic pursuits that can
be considered. As the Lanczos method is closely related
to CG, there is an analogous block-Lanczos method that
is related to block CG. At this time, we do not know if a
Lanczos relation can be easily recovered from the modifi-
cations made in blockCGrQ, but if possible it may allow
for the development of a block analogy to the EigCG [9]
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Notation as in figure 9.
which generates and iteratively improves a deflation space
along the course of a Krylov solve without any additional
stencil applications.
There are further improvements possible within the
scope of our current work. One novel development in
this work was the implementation of reliable updates [19]
in a block-Krylov method. While this was successful in
the case of stabilizing a full double-precision solve as well
as a mixed-precision double-single solve with a modestly
sized number of rhs, our implementation of reliable up-
dates broke down for double-single with a large number of
rhs and completely broke down for a double-half mixed-
precision solve. There are more advanced reliable-update
methods in the literature for non-block-Krylov methods,
which could potentially be generalized for block-Krylov
methods. A stable implementation with half precision
would significantly speed up portions of blockCGrQ that
are still memory bandwidth bound. It would also speed
up the matrix-vector portions of the algorithm because the
HISQ stencil could now be applied in low precision. Last,
it would reduce the overall memory footprint which can
be the limiting factor when running at low-node count.
Further improvement to the strong scaling would likely
be possible through utilizing s-step solver methods which
reduce the number of reductions to less than one per solver
iteration. These have been deployed previously for block
solvers to improve parallel scaling [50], and such algo-
rithms could easily be accomodated for in the context of
our block-solver framework. Given that s-step solvers are
typically less numerically stable, we expect that it will be
essential to first develop better reliable-update methods
for blockCGrQ.
As a last note, other non-block-Krylov methods have
block-Krylov extensions. The technology we have devel-
oped for an efficient implementation of blockCGrQ, i.e.
block-optimized stencil operations and multi-BLAS oper-
ations, are immediately applicable to other block-Krylov
methods.
9. Conclusions
In this paper we revisited the blockCGrQ solver pro-
posed in [2]. We present an implementation that, by ex-
ploiting data locality for reductions and streaming multi-
BLAS operation, reduces the na¨ıve quadratic scaling of
memory traffic to almost linear scaling. Using a block-
optimized matrix-vector operation we obtain a speedup
that multiplicatively combines with the reduced iteration
count from the blockCGrQ algorithm. With its increased
parallelism it is an algorithm very well suited also for fu-
ture exascale machines where we expect the gap between
peak floating point operations per seconds and memory
bandwidth will continue to increase. We have also laid
the groundwork and demonstrated the algorithm work-
ing using mixed precision, a further important building
block for efficient algorithms. In our real world LQCD
use case we demonstrated a speedup of 5×, notably not
requiring any overhead from setup and also not requiring
large storage for precalculated inputs such as eigenvectors.
The availability of the building blocks for an efficient im-
plementation of blockCGrQ can be employed with new
algorithms, in order to improve lattice field theory compu-
tational methods to allow new physics research. Precision
results in LQCD are already competing in accuracy with
the best experimental results, but in a lot of areas compu-
tational demands are still the limiting factor.
Although we employed lattice QCD as one use case,
we again emphasize that the problem of efficiently solving
a sparse matrix linear system over multiple rhs is a quite
general one that appears in many disciplines. The key
features of the implementation that make our BlockCGrQ
solver efficient are generic and transfering them to other
applications or libraries is expected to be straightforward.
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